
Chapareke_hidrocálido
Background, relations and creation 

of possibilities



_by the Rarámuri
•  Indigenous people known as Tarahumaras
•  They call themselves Rarámuli
•  Sierra Tarahumara, northwest Chihuahua
	  



_organology 
•  Constructed from Quiote: the stem from of the 

flower from the Maguey plant.
•  Hollow stick
	  



_traditional technique 
•  Left hand holds it to the mouth
•  Right fingers pluck the strings
•  The oral cavity decreases and increases its size
•  Ecos (echoes) are produced

	  
	  



_Onorúame and the cosmogony
Raramuris had  the task of taking care of world 
balances, the Chapareke is part of the tools to keep 
that harmony. Chapareke means key of god’s house.


But the Chapareke has disappeared from the ritual cycles of 
the community. And only two Rarámuris that play it…


“Onorúame is sad, this is why he is forgetting us 

now, we can feel it”



Darker areas 
means

more femicides
	  

_chihuahua _today’s context	  



_what about  the hidrocálido? 
In 1901 Mr. Solomon had
a big foundry in Aguascalientes

The foundry left lots of toxic waste in the city

Fructuoso was a journalist that
Was writing about the bad working
conditions  lived at the foundry

Un paseo campestre  is written in 
the same year by Fructuoso

We were failing in the make of chapareke 
until we watched a video of a Raramuri

We made the Chapareke Hidrocálido from
a root of a fallen tree under the “progress
for all” slogan




	  



_what about  the hidrocálido? 

•  Aguascalientes people
•  Born as an art piece from a story by Fructuoso
•  A relevant story for Guggenheim Aguascalientes
•  Chapareke appears in Aguascalientes, about 100 

years ago (according with the story by Fructuoso)
•  Same time Solomon Guggenheim was running a 

foundry that left lots of toxic waste, which has 
been contaminated the city until today

•  We share ritual use, and social issues.	  



_technique
•  A work in progress!





_notation
•  Another work in progress	  



_sharing differences

•  Techniques
•  Cosmogony – context
•  Tuning
•  Organology
•  Notation  
•  ?



energy



Tool of knowledge
Building history and bridges
Balance the world energies

Community creation 
Historic awareness 

Energy transmutation into meaning through 
sound (and vice versa)

To define a world conception 
Ways to comprehend the world



_contribution!

•  Techniques
•  Notation 
•  Relations (with your instrument, with your 

culture…)
•  Contributing to the identity
•  Share the experience for guggenheim



Grax!	  


